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Abstract—Low-cost dielectric materials are needed above 100
GHz with low permittivity and loss tangent as well as significant thermal conductivity (∼100 W/m · K). A free-space
measurement setup is demonstrated to characterize a proposed
ultradense diamond composite material at D-band. We leverage
free-space calibration with the NIST iterative method to extract
the permittivity and loss tangent and compare this approach with
other methods. Time-domain gating is employed to reduce the
uncertainty in the free space characterization. Our measurement
indicates the diamond composite offers a relative permittivity
of 3.5 and loss tangent of 3 × 10−2 from 110-140 GHz. To the
author’s knowledge, this is the first report of diamond composite
compatible with packaging requirements at D-band.
Index Terms—D-band, diamond composite, Free-space dielectric characterization, time-domain gating

I. I NTRODUCTION
D-band (110-170 GHz) offers opportunities for millimeterwave radar and backhaul communications [1]. However, the
spacing between antennas in beamforming systems is on the
order of 1 mm, imposing significant space constraints. In
Fig.1, a low-cost package might mount a silicon beamformer
to one side of a printed circuit board while transitions through
the board couple into a power amplifier (PA) array based
on III-V MMICs capable of output power exceeding 100
mW. This scheme places two constraints on the package.
First, the top side of the package must simultaneously offer
excellent thermal dissipation as each PA dissipates one-half
Watt. Second, the PAs on the top side must couple directly into
antennas on the top side. Consequently, the D-band package
requires a low-cost material that offers both excellent dielectric
properties as well as high thermal conduction while allowing
low-temperature processing.
Recently, D-band packaging has focused on glass and other
insulating interposers such as silicon and aluminum nitride [2]
[3]. Glass is not intrinsically a thermal conductor but copper
thermal vias are employed since the thermal conductivity of
bulk Cu is >400 W/m-K under ideal conditions. However, the
thermal vias substantially increase the cost of the interposer.
Other materials typically offer some compromise between
thermal conductivity, loss tangent, and amenability with multilayer packaging. An ideal thermal conductor would behave like
bulk diamond (2000 W/m-K), but could be processed at low
temperature and formed around PA chips.
Alternatively, an ultradense diamond composite (UDC) is
formed from thermally-fused microdiamonds. The UDC com-
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Fig. 1: Ultradense diamond composite deposited at low-temperature
on a low-cost printed circuit board to remove heat from PA arrays.
A 1000X SEM image shows the packing over time with applied
ultrasound and heat during the formation of the diamond composites.
(a) Composite is produced without ultrasonication and heat (b) 8 min
of applied ultrasound and heat(60 C) (c) 16 min of applied ultrasound
and heat.

prises 10-um synthetic diamond particles and trimethylpropane
triacrylate (TMP-TA). The relative permittivity (ϵr ) and loss
tangent (δ) of bulk diamond and TMP-TA are 5.7 and 1.78 and
5 × 10−4 and 0.04, respectively [4]. To increase the packing
density of the diamond, pressure is applied to a diamond slurry
deposited into a 20-mm Al mold inside an ultrasonicator and
processed at 60 C until the diamond composite formed. Once
the diamond matrix of the diamond composite was complete,
the composite was placed in an oven at 120C for 1 hr. Next,
TMPTA was deposited into the diamond film and cured at a
maximum 140C for 20 min. Fig. 1 shows SEM images of the
UDC.
This paper investigates the dielectric properties of the UDC
to understand whether the excellent properties of the original
diamond are retained above 100 GHz for millimeter-wave
packaging of arrays. In this work, we measure the UDC at
D-band using a focused beam free-space measurement to characterize the dielectric properties [5]. Section II discusses the
dielectric characterization method at D-band and Section III
reports the UDC materials couples high thermal conductivity
with low dielectric losses.

Fig. 2: Free Space Measurement Setup
Fig. 3: Free Space TRL calibration procedure
II. F REE - SPACE D IELECTRIC C HARACTERIZATION
At D-band, the advantage of free-space characterization
compared with a transmission line method is eliminating the
uncertainty associated with the conductor losses and surface
roughness. The D-band dielectric characterization system comprises a Keysight PNA with D-band frequency extenders, Dband horn antennas, bi-convex lenses, and positioning fixtures
that allows free-space TRL calibration as illustrated in Fig. 2.
A. Biconvex Lens for D-band
Free-space characterization typically demands a relatively
large sample area relative to the wavelength to minimize the
system uncertainty due to the diffraction effect. If the sample
size is small, a high-gain horn antenna produces a narrow
beamwidth and the lens positions relative to the antenna and
sample are critical. A bi-convex lens is constructed from two
plano-convex lenses held together by a metal ring. Compared
to a plano-convex lens, the combination of the bi-convex
lens system reduces the focal distance by one-half and has
the advantage to bring the antenna close to the lens while
positioning focal distance at the sample. The distance between
antenna and lens and the distance between lens and sample
are twice the effective focal distance. By inserting a big metal
plate close to the sample edge, the S-Parameters have not been
interfered. It proves that the energy has been confined to the
small diamond sample. Fig. 2 shows bi-convex lens and small
diamond sample.
B. Calibration
Before calibration, alignment is performed by maximizing
S21 signal. The free-space TRL calibration procedures follow
recent work [6] [7]. Fig. 3 shows the calibration procedure.
The through standard is achieved by keeping the distance
between each element equal to twice of the focal distance and
the reflect standard is achieved by placing a metal plate at the
focal plane of the transmit and receive antenna, respectively.
Due to the thickness of the metal, the second port lens and
antenna are moved according to the metal thickness D. Finally,
a line standard is achieved by separating the focal plane of the
two antennas by a distance equal to a quarter wavelength of
the free-space at the center frequency of the band.

C. Extraction Method
In the focused-beam system, the energy is confined to
an area within the sample to measure S-parameters. There
are multiple extraction methods to characterize the dielectric
using measured S parameters for the sample material. The
NRW algorithm determines permittivity from S11 and S21
[8]. More recently, the NIST iterative algorithm was proposed
using similar measurement data [9] [10]. The NIST iterative
algorithm does not require precise placement of the sample
relative to the calibration reference plane which is useful
for D-band measurements, where a small distance movement
can cause significant phase errors. The NIST iterative method
utilizes all four S-parameters to determine permittivity from
the matrix determinant.
S11 S22 − S21 S12 =

Γ2 − T 2
,
1 − Γ2 T 2

(1)

where Γ is the reflection coefficient at the surface of the sample
and T is the transmission coefficient through the sample.
The phase error due to sample placement will be eliminated,
resulting in better accuracy compared to NRW algorithm.
The reflection and transmission can be related to dielectric
properties.
γ0 − γ
Γ=
(2)
γ0 + γ
T = e−γd

(3)

where γ and d represent the propagation constant and thickness of the sample. Fig. 4 compares the NRW and NIST
iterative method. As a baseline material with well-defined
properties, a quartz wafer is adopted to verify the overall
methodology. Five sets of quartz data are collected at different
times with individual calibration data. While the NRW method
produced inconsistent results due to positioning uncertainty
during calibration process and different metal thickness as
a reflection calibration standards, the NIST iterative method
shows consistent characteristics over the the different samples and relative placement uncertainty. The NIST method is
immune to phase errors and provides more consistent results,

Fig. 4: Quartz wafer dielectric characterization extracted by (left)
NRW method and (right) NIST iterative method at 110 GHz

however, we encountered a ripple in the measurement that was
no mitigated through averaging across the measurements.

Fig. 6: Quartz S11 in Time Domain with and without timegating

D. Time Domain Gating
Despite the high gain lens, multipath scattering introduces
uncertainty that produces the ripple illustrated in Fig. 4.
Consequently, we introduced time-domain gating of the SParameters to filter out non-dominant components and improve
the accuracy of the extracted permittivity results. By separating
different transmission components such as the desired signal,
signals from the multiple reflections and from discontinuity
within the measurement channel. This filter is a window that
is convolved with the data to preserve the first strongest desired
signal in time-domain while suppressing other signals at other
times and then transfer back to frequency domain.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows quartz S11 magnitude data as
an example in frequency domain and in time domain while
iterative method needs all four S-Parameters, the remaining
S-Parameters also need to adopt time-gating. The gated loss
tangent results are much more smooth than the raw data. As an
example, Fig. 7 is the quartz wafer loss tangent measurement
results. Notably, time gating eliminates the significant ripple in
the loss tangent. The measurement over 110 to 140 GHz indicates that the loss tangent is less than 6 × 10−3 while the loss
tangent for quartz is expected to be less than 1 × 10−3 based
on low-frequency characterization. We use this observation to
define the measurement floor for loss tangent at 6 × 10−3 .

Fig. 7: Quartz sample loss tangent with and without time-gating
III. M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
The dielectric characterization of the UDC samples had
thicknesses of 1.68 mm and 2.92 mm to confirm the intrinsic
properties of the material. The diameter of the available samples is roughly 18 mm. Since the diamond sample thickness
is not uniform, the measurement is repeated eight times to
average the results. The NIST iterative method and timedomain gating are adopted to extract permittivity and loss
tangent in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The relative permittivity of the
UDC samples are ∼ 3.5 and the measured loss tangents are
∼ 3 × 10−2 in both 1.68mm and 2.92mm sample. The thicker
sample has less uncertainty in dielectric constant and loss
tangent before time-gating compared to the thinner sample
while both the results after time-gating are similar. The results
indicate that the permittivity is roughly 50% of diamond while
the loss tangent is limited by the characteristic of the TMP-TA.
IV. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 5: Quartz S11 in Frequency Domain with and without
time-gating

A free-space material characterization is performed in Dband. We describe the material properties of an ultradense
diamond composite as well as the free space TRL calibration,
extraction methods, and time gating in the measurment. The
NIST iterative methodology demonstrated consistency compared with other methods and time-domain gating eliminates
measurement artifacts in the dielectric and loss tangent characterization. We conclude that the diamond composite can

Fig. 8: Diamond composite sample dielectric constant with and
without time-domain gating (left) 1.68 mm and (right) 2.92mm

Fig. 9: Diamond composite sample loss tangent with and without
time-domain gating (left) 1.68 mm and (right) 2.92mm

offer low dielectric permittivity and acceptable loss tangent
while promising a thermal conductivity approximating bulk
diamond.
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